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Agenda 
Overview of the Western Interstate 

Commission for Higher Education (WICHE) 
Interstate Passport project 

 
 
Introduction of guest speaker, Bob Turner, coordinator of the WICHE Interstate Passport. 
 
WICHE Passport Discussion  

1. Began as an initiative to evaluate transition between community colleges and the four 
year institutions in Oregon.  WICHE recruited to help facilitate the grant activity with 
funding from Carnegie. 
 

2. Grant based on the LEAP learning outcomes since a number of the institutions were 
members of AAC&U. Focus initially on oral communication, written communication, 
and quantitative literacy as the a) largest subset of disciplines that students were 
transferring courses; and b) easiest to establish alignment among faculty in these 
disciplines.  
 

3. Process across each of the five initial states was to align at least two 4-year and two 2-
year institutions to work in aligning the Passport Learning Outcomes.  One representative 
from each of these unit levels brought to interstate meeting in Boulder to serve as a 
negotiation session to come to agreement on learning outcomes for each of the initial 
three areas. Representatives returned to their states and vetted the negotiated learning 
outcomes and final sets emerged following a conference call after state level review.  
 



4. Decision made to limit the coursework to the lower level courses with an emphasis on 
proficiency (rather than mastery) at a transfer level.  Student must earn a “C” or higher in 
the course to earn the passport.  

a. Passport does not specifically address assessment of the courses themselves. 
b. Each institution informs other passport institutions of the assessments that they 

use. Such information will be posted on the website under the institutional 
profiles, including list of the assessments used at each of the participating 
institutions.  

c. Goal is to encourage institutions to trust that the learning outcome alignment is 
most critical vs. the assessments use.  WICHE tracks evaluations of student 
academic progress after they transfer and whether they were successful.  
 

5. Tracking Process occurs once receiving institutions record the grades of the Passport 
students when they transfer.  These data are forwarded to a passport repository and then 
forwarded to the participating institution and the Passport Review Board (comprises of 
the Passport State Facilitators in each state). Tasked with evaluating the performance of 
students at the passport institutions asking them to evaluate the methods used for 
assessing the learning outcomes.  
 

6. Once PLO’s established in each area, faculty are asked to undertake a process of 
outlining proficiency criteria. Faculty come together at an interstate meeting to discuss 
the proficiency criteria. These are outlined on the Passport website for institutions to 
access. Each institution outlines the specific institutional educational experiences 
activities completed at the institution which then constitute the passport block for the 
designated skill area.  
 

7. By end of phase II the goal is to expand to six other states and include at least two 
institutions in each of those states (one from each of the degree levels). As the work 
among the participating institutions is completed, it is envisioned that it becomes easier to 
have new institutions/states become involved. Goal include an institution or organization 
taking on the role of managing the data repository for the passport project to facilitate the 
tracking component.  Assist faculty with developing processes for performing the 
assessments aligned with the established learning outcomes.  

 
General Questions and Responses 
How does Passport impact prerequisites, such as in a Math major? 
Passport does not address assessment. The example was given that if MATH 101 is included in a 
Passport block, that means a student transferring with MATH 101 gets it accepted as a general 
education requirement. It does not mean the receiving institution cannot require a Math major to 
validate performance through testing or that the credits are necessarily accepted as fulfilment of a 
prerequisite. 
  
How complicated is the tracking in terms of IT capabilities? 
Bob Turner addressed the question of whether or not database administration and tracking of 
Passport blocks is easily facilitated. B. Turner responded that registrars and IT personnel have 
been involved since Phase I of the project and have developed a tool for this that works with the 



existing institutions, so it is thought that any related problems in South Dakota could be 
overcome. 
 
Next Steps 
Paul Turman will develop a brief questionnaire soliciting feedback on each of the national 
initiatives we discuss. 
 


